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I hope that from what I have said about radioactivity you will 

; see that the containment of radioactivity is_no longer a serious problem, but it 

. has become a well-developed technology. 

• CURRENT ISSUES: 

I should now like to leave the science of nuclear technology, 

.and turn to the politics of the subject, and in particular, the Australian • 

politics. What is the situation here at the moment?: Where are we going? 

; As I pointed out,in the beginning the Commonwealth Government has spent 

almost as much on the development of nuclear energy in Australia as it has 

on the Fill to date. For this investment we could buy more than two 

complete Sydney Opera houses; and yet the Opera House and the Fill are 

constantly criticised. These issues have filled the daily press for years; 

they have affected our international standing and relations, and they have 

been the nightmares of many of our political leaders. The Atomic energy 

problem, which is older than either the Fill or the Opera House, receives 

virtually no criticism, it still carries the aura of science fiction. Not 

one single question was raised in any of the mass media when Sir Phillip 

Baxter suggested that we shall spend 5000 million dollars before the turn 

of the century to produce nuclear power. 

So perhaps I may raise a,few points, even if it were only to 

break the/ Parkensonian silence ; r •.. • 

"r-•• -r— --• " in any country 
' , The conventional approach v - to nuclear developments /is the 

it is 
.„ initial establishment of a nuclear power industry not the use of nuclear 

detonations. So we must take a look at our power requirements. 
. ST.TDE 11 

The installed power capacity for the different states is shown 

in this slide. The total installed capacity on 1st. July 1968 for the 
the 

whole of the Commonwealth was 11,772 megawatts. In South Australia' 

installed capacity was 808 megawatts or 6.9% of the total. The Snowy Mountain Authority 

has presently twice the capacity of the whole of South Australia, and the 

output of the Snowy Mountains is fed into the Victorian and N.S.W. grids. 

In the power industry one uses a rule of thumb to allow for 

the expansir . in industry and population. This rule suggests that our power 
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requirements.double every 8 years. Hence in 1976 these figures are twice 

as great, in 1984, four times in 1992j eight times, and,in the year 2000,. 

these figures will have to be multiplied by a factor of 16 to obtain 

approximately the installed capacity at the turn of the century. 

Now the minimum sized nuclear power station that can run 

economically in competition with conventional power is between 500 and. 1000 

megawatts. This will depend on how many such stations are in the system to 

use common facilities, such as fuel production and fuel processing. So let 

us say that if we insist on an economic criterion before the first station 

,can be introduced, 500 megawatts is the bare minimum, but 700 is more .. ( . 

realistic. 

The second question is - how big must a state grid be before • 

it can accommodate such a large station? It is obvious that South 

Australia's present capacity could not possibly absorb 500 megawatts or 65% 
| It seems realistic to suggest that the _of its present total capacity, j 

maximum capacity that can be introduced with some effort should be no „ n 
greater than 20 percent of the total grid. 

Consequently South Australia can at the moment.think about 

installing a 200 vnegawatt station of any type including a nuclear station. 
If we. insist on a minimum size of 500 megawatts/, ana I for one disagree with 
this, then the most optimistic estimate for the introduction of a nuclear 
power station into South Australia would be 1985, and more realistically 1990. 

Tasmania with its hydroelectric capacity is probably not 

interested for many years to come. Western Australia could overtake this 

state, but it is not likely that the introduction of nuclear power will be 

-feasible there before 1990-1995. 

Queensland has a slightly better capacity than South Australia, 

and could accommodate a nuclear station. However, the discovery of oil 

and gas in substantial quantities do not make it a likely contender for the 

early introduction of nuclear power. 

M.S.YJ. and Victoria are capable to accommodate nuclear 

power before 1975, b U t both are so well endowed with fossil fuels that they 
are not very enthusiastic. 

The next stags in nuclear development after the establishment 

of a power industry could well be the introduction of nuclear desalination Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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plants. The production of large volumes of water has great attractions;; 
economic \ 

in this dry continent. It has been estimated that.Aiuclear desalination , >. 

would be available in the late 1980's, and several AAEC annual reports 

suggest its introduction at an early stage. 

However, for such a desalination plant to be a technical and' 

economic proposition,*it must be about 50 times as large as the proposed 

500 megawatt station. It will then produce 1000 million gallons of water 

per day and 5000 ..megawatts of electricity. We will know what to do 

with the water, but who can accommodate 5000 megawatt of power, which is 

about the total present capacity of N.S.W. and Victoria combined. 
^ L I ^ M L ^ j 

But this problem suggests an obvious method for the 

introduction of nuclear power into this country, in which not the favoured 

big sister states only will benefit, but Queensland and South Australia 

as well. 

If we draw a line from Port Augusta in South Australia to 

Broken Hill in N.S.W. to Tawooniba and Howard in Queensland, and we imagine 

all the installed power capacity in the area below that line to contribute 

to a common transmission grid, we find that that system incorporates 83% 

of Australia's total capacity. 

This common grid could comfortably accommodate several 500-700 

megawa-cc reactors right now, to the benefit of two of the Cinderalla 

states besides N.S.W. and Victoria. But even more important' , it will 
when they 

be possible to accommodate the huge nuclear desalination plant - • _ • » 
become available. 
... If we realize that this area includes some of the 

important drought stricken regions, the common grid principle may be 
. worth serious consideration. Without it, South Australia cannot introduce 
' nuclear desalination for at least another 50 years. 

As an academic I am free to make such a politicalyexplosive 

suggestion. After all, our constitution makes power production a State 

responsibility and any infringement on State's rights will be most 

unpopular. However, this situation is very similar to our railways 

industry. The initial introduction!of railways during the last century 

did not require Federal coordination and each colony provided what they 

thought tc be more than adequate services. When national responsibilities 
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. And even now 
became obvious , we dearly paid for the lack of foresight. V - - after more 

than 100 years of railways in Australia we are on the way to standardizing 

equipment, but the administrative responsibility is still shared between 

many bodies who do not see eye to eye with each other,' at the expense of the 

•user of the national railways. 

Similarly in the power industry: our requirements have been 

more than adequately catered for by State Power Authorities. However, 

there are now two important circumstances that make consideration of a 

unifying authority essential:-
i. The already mentioned size of future power stations.;. This will \ 

, between 
increase from between 30 to 200 megawatts as at present to/500-

"" " • 5000 megawatts within the next 30 years. This makes the present ,. 

organisation too restrictive. 

! 2.. " It shall not be possible to delegate the Federal responsibilities 

for nuclear fuels"5 to State authorities. The control of nuclear 

fuels involves international agreements that can only be 

administered at the Federal level. 

Now I should like to make another observation, which I believe is of 

national importance. That is the question of education in nuclear disciplines 

The investments in nuclear power and its applications are 

obviously staggering. It is equally obvious that some portion of this 

investment should be diverted to the education of the engineers, scientists, 

and executives of the industry. The present methods are unsatisfactory. 

Nuclear technology has developed into a most complicated 

profession, requiring high level expertise in physics, metallurgy, chemistry, 

.mathematics, engineering, and economics. degree of specialization 

requires basic training in a coordinated undergraduate and postgraduate 

curriculum, within a University, and not in a Government Conmission. 

The AAEC training programme has been of *% great inportance. 

during the early developments, but besides being too expensive compared 

with university training,it has essentially two major drawbacks:-

u Specialist training by a Government body is at best designed as a 

temporary initial measure, until the specialist teaching facilitie 

are available elsewhere. A Unlversity'a nolo teres of reference 
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is the education, by training and research, of our professional 

specialists. The training responsibilities within the AAEC 

should therefore not be perpetuated at great expense. 

2. ; : Of almost equal importanc^i^TKe fact that AAEC-trained officers 

. are subject to the implications of section 70 of the Crimes Act 

• and section 53 of the Atomic Energy Act. This restricts their 

' r . useful employ to within Federal Authorities. According to the 

letter of the law, the expertise obtained during AAEC training 

.. • cannot be applied to the benefit of an outside organisation , 

under penalty of a seven year prison term; and ttese I assure you 

- are not hollow threats.. In fact, this is one of the reasons why 

official statements on nuclear energy policies are never 

questioned, not even by people qualified to do so. 

There is therefore a very definite need, if we are to become a 

peaceful nuclear nation of any significance, to establish basic undergraduate 

and postgraduate facilities within one of Australia's universities. Here 

our future nuclear technologists can develop and foster an independent 

and truly professional opinion. • • ' . ' ' 

Perhaps after having made some positive suggestions, I may be 
i 

allowed to question the principles in the proposed 500 megawatt power 
of Canadian design 

station/in Jervis Bay, that is to be announced this week. 

Firstly the announcement would have been far better made after 

the elections. The seriousness of the decision warrants the attention of -

parliamentarians of all parties. This attention is not going to be paid 

until the election is well over. The announcement at this time emphasizes 

the political significance at the expense of the technical ones. 

But far more important are the technical decisions: 

The total power capacity of all Federal territories, including 

Papua and New Guinea is 93 megawatts'. Yet this station is 500 megawatts. 

Consequently N.S.W. is made to use 90 to 95% of the total capacity. One 

quarter to one third of N.S.W.'s power supply will then be supplied by 

Commonwealth authorities subsidized from consolidated revenue. If all 

future nuclear power stations are going to be placed in Commonwealth 

territories, then states such as South Australia that have a high priority 
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for nuclear power will continue to miss out. ' 

Another important aspect of the current issue must be the size 

of the first power station. No matter which way we look at it the first 

nuclear generating station is going to be a heavily-subsidized project. On; . 

an economic basis alone therefore, the minimum size of'500 megawatts is l '; 

not justified. , 

At the same time, the Government proposes a 70% Australian 

content, which will inevitably create a wide variety of engineering problems.' 
fYtA Av. 

The station will operate with the outcome of aaB$ of these problems 

unansweredi It is customary engineering practice that before a company Z1 

embarks on such a project of nearly 300 million dollars, it will first build' 

a pilot plant of as small a size as is practicable, in order to evaluate 

the engineering problems. 

In the case of the nuclear power plant a 200 megawatt station 

at_ about half the cost would make engineering sense. 

A station of that size has the additional advantage that it 

can be incorporated in almost any state power system, that has an established 

case for nuclear power, and not just in N.S.W. 

Such a subsidized 200 megawatt nuclear pilot plant in South 

Australia makes more sense than a 500 megawatt station in a Commonwealth 

territory. ___ . 

The emphasis on South Australia's priorities to nuclear power 

.is inevitably related to the exploitation of its natural gas resources. 

Sir Thomas Playford in the late fifties and early sixties 

forcefully established the case for an early introduction of nuclear power 

into this State. He rightfully based his case on the inadequate indigenous 

fuel resources. 

The discovery of natural gas in the Gidgealpa and Moomba fields 

altered the fuel situation almost overnight and Sir Thomas! fight for a . 

South Australian nuclear power industry seems to have become history. 

And yet his arguments should still be given serious consideration 

for several reasons. 
1. The amount of proven reserves of natural gas is still quite small 

l. . • 
and will probably only last a little over 30 years. To instal 
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natural gas burning power houses could therefore be called a 

speculative investment. 

2. However, far.more important is the fact that natural gas is a 

most valuable mineral. It should not be burnt under the boilers 

of a power house, but exploited to its greatest advantage. 

It is of course a high grade fuel for domestic and certain 

highly specialized industrial applications such as for the manufacture of 

food and glass, and other ceramics. 

But its greatest potential is as a raW material for an almost 

unbelievable range of petrochemicals and fertilizers. This industry has 

expanded considerably in the last decade. 

Natural gas is the raW material for acetylene and ethylene from 

which the great bulk of the modern plastics are derived. It is the first 

step to a wide variety of pharmaceutical products. It produces carbon black 

for synthetic rubber, inks, and paints. It is the source of ammonia, the 

basic material for a wide range of ritrogenous fertilizers. And there are 

many other industrial applications that could profitably be emphasized in ' 

industrial promotion. 

So really natural gas should not be used for industrial power 

production unless unlimited quantities are available. And it is rather sad 

that our enthusiasm over its discovery pulled the wool over our eyes. South 

Australia's priority for nuclear power should not have been affected by this 

relatively minor discovery of such an important mineral. 

And finally Mr. Chairman, I should like to summarize the major 

points of tonight's lecture. ' • 

From the simple picture of an atomic nucleus we saw that 

radioactivity is caused by an undesirable combination of protons and neutrons 

The effects of radioactivity were compared with those of heat.. In both 
par&Sc/es 

cases damaging effects were caused by the energy of moving o4uni». And we 

saw that after having recognized that an object was radioactive, our defense 

was very similar to that against heatr" Radioactive objects are handled 

remotely by a method similar to the handling of hot objects, such as molten 

steel" or giass. We saw that nuclear energy is released when the large clumsy 

nuclei of heavy elements break into; two parts. By carefully controlling the 
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number of neutrons produced in this process we have available to us a source 

of energy from which mankind can benefit in sok many years to come. 

I analyzed the power requirements of the Commonwealth and this 

State and suggested that the introduction of-nuclear power into Australia 

can best be done by the unification of transmission grids of the South Eastern 

portion of this continent. This would remove the restrictions imposed by the 

large size of nuclear power stations and desalination plants. It would also 

provide nuclear power where it is most needed. 

Inevitably the introduction of nuclear power brings with it the 

problem of education. And I suggested that one of Australia's universities 

be encouraged to establish as a national facility^coordinated undergraduate 

and postgraduate curriculum in the nuclear disciplines, complete with a one 

megawatt training reactor. 

And finally, I suggested that the first Australian power reactor 

should be scaled down to 200 megawatt., based on conventional engineering 

principles of building a pilot plant first to solve inevitable teething 

troubles. This small station could well be incorporated in the power system 

of South Australia. 

*ftft 
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Section 53 of the Atomic EneVgy Act 1953 states:-
"53. A member of the Commission or of an Advisory Committee, 
or an officer or employee of the Commission, shall not, 
except in the course of his duty or with approval of the 
Commission, communicate to a person any information concerning 
the activities of the Commission or the contents of a 
document to which he has had access by reason of his position 
as such a member, officer or employee. 
Penalty: Imprisoment for seven years. _ 

the Crimes Act. 

UNAUTHORIZED DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION 

"70-(l) A person who, being a Commonwealth Officer, publishes 
or"conimun icates, except to some person to whop he is authorized 
to publish or communicate it, any fact or document which comes 
to his knowledge, or into his possession, by virtue of his 
office, and which it is his duty not to disclose, shall be 
guilty of an offence. 

"(2) A person who, having been a Commonwealth Officer, 
publishes or coaaunicates, without lawful authority or excuse 
(proof whereof shall lie upon him) any fact or document 
which came to his knowledge, or into his possession, b ^ 
virtue of his office,, and which, at the time when he ceased 
to be a Commonwealth Officer, it was his duty not to disclose, 
shall be guilty of an offence. 

Penalty: Imprisonment for two years,." 
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